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**ABSTRACT**

Chapter 7, verse (1) of the Marriage Law (UUP) in Indonesia formulates that the minimum age for marriage is 19 years for men and women. The basic consideration of the legislators forming the UUP is that the minimum limit is for the benefit (maslahah) of children. Nash (text) of the Qur'an and Hadith as the main sources of Islamic Law, do not set a minimum age limit for getting married, but only set conditions for having baligh (age of sexual maturity) for men and women. Then the focus of this research is to study the maslahat (the benefits) and its application in UUP legislation related to the minimum age of marriage. The research question to be examined is how to implement the concept of the maslahah mursalah (which is to get benefit from the stipulation of law from a particular case) in the legislation on Marriage Law in Indonesia, especially about setting the minimum age for marriage. The method used is literature research, using secondary data from legal sources and sources of Islamic law. The findings of this study conclude that the prosperity regulates the minimum age limit for marriage at the level of Hajiyyah that is not in tahsiniyyah condition: therefore, it is justified to set the marriage age limit in the perspective of the maslahah mursalah. This maslahat (benefit) is in line with the purpose of the establishment of Islamic law, which is to bring maslahah or benefit, and to avoid mafsadat or damage due to the bad thing. The existence of rules about the minimum age for marriage can minimize marriages at the young age. The mafsadat of marriage at the young age is greater than its maslahat, because those aged less than 19 years are not yet mature physically and mentally.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The issue of marriage at a young age is a very crucial in Indonesia so that it becomes one of the national legislation program agenda which receives its attention. Changes in the laws and regulations governing the minimum age of marriage face considerable challenges because they are related to political, cultural, religious, social, economic, and geographical factors.

The presence of Marriage Law Number 1 in 1974 which was later refined by Law Number 16 in 2019 (then referred to as Marriage Law), is the result of hard work forming the Marriage Law, by accommodating all the people's aspirations from various social elements so that it becomes one unit (unification). The establishment process caused many conflicts, debates, and differences of opinion, which was caused by the fact that Indonesian society was very pluralistic, multicultural, and multi-religious. On the other hand, Indonesia is a country that’s the greatest Islamic followers and the number of followers is greater than other religions so that in the legislation process marriage law needs to consider the common interests. As a country whose population is predominantly Muslim, Indonesia is classified as a country that is lagging in updating marriage law regulations, which in 1974 Indonesia formed the unification of marriage law in Indonesia.[¹]

Some things that are regulated in the Marriage Law in Indonesia are textually different from the texts of the Qur'an, Hadith and fiqh studies, even though the majority of Indonesia's population adheres to Islam. There are provisions in the Law that are not found regulating in the Qur'an, Hadith and classical fiqh books. Like, determining the minimum age of marriage, marriage dispensation, marriage registration, permit for polygamy, the validity of thalaq and divorce before the court, joint property, marriage agreements, marriage isbat, and so forth.

The formation of marriage law in Indonesia is inseparable from the dialectical tradition between local culture and Islamic law that has taken root in Indonesian society. The cultural dialectics is formed through multicultural and pluralistic models of acculturation and inculturation. On the next trip, inculturation began to be abandoned by the bearers of Islamic teachings to Indonesia, because the quantity of Muslims in Indonesia has been well developed.[²] Therefore, to dialogue between local culture and Islamic law requires understanding and applying methods of extracting Islamic law in the study of *Usul Fiqh*, one of which is *al-Maslahah Mursalah*, which is the focus of this study.
When there is no Qur'anic text or Hadith specifically referred to as *al-maqsih‘ala’ih*, but it contains the purpose of *shara’* in general, such as to preserve the soul, preserve religion, preserve property, preserve offspring, and preserve reason, then it can be accepted as a legal basis. In the study of *usul fiqh* something of *maslahat* value that is in line with general instructions of the *shari‘ah* and does not conflict with the general principles of *shari‘ah*, which is called *maslahah mursalah*.

Based on the description above, a research question emerge which will be analyzed in this study, which is how to implement the concept of the *maslahah* in the Legislation on Marriage Law in Indonesia, specifically related to the determination of the minimum age of marriage.

Research related to *maslahah mursalah* of marriage law in Indonesia has been written by several previous researchers, including Mahmudin Bunyamin (2019) on the Application of the Concept of Maslahat in Marriage Law in Indonesia and Jordan.

Sulastri Caniago (2015) related to Marriage Registration in the Maslahah Approach. This paper concludes that marriage registration should be made part of the marital harmony. To eliminate the mudharat (something that may cause negative effect) and give birth to the *maslahat* it is necessary to have strict sanctions in the application of marriage registration rules. [3]

Muhammad Jihadul Hayat (2018) the writing of The History and Purpose of the Minimum Age of Marriage in Legislation of Indonesian Muslim Families and Muslim Countries. The results of this study suggest that the minimum age of marriage needs to be regulated as an effort by the state to maintain public order and importance.[4]

2. RESEARCH METHODS

This research is a type of literary research by examining normative aspects that examine written legal aspects by analyzing marital regulations in Indonesia. The research data were obtained from secondary data in the form of the source of Islamic law in the Qur'an and Hadith, a positive source of law in the form of legislation relating to marriage. Then describe in detail and systematically some aspects that were made the object of study, including setting the minimum age of marriage, marriage registration, and marriage agreements. The approach used is an interdisciplinary approach, which synchronizes normative, juridical, philosophical and sociological studies. According to Khoirudddin Nasution, this synchronization can be raised in an integrated, interdisciplinary, and interconnective manner.[5] The analysis of the research was conducted in a descriptive qualitative manner.1.1. Related Work

According to the generation type of assumptions, we divided the existed work into two categories.

3. DISCUSSION

3.1. Maslahah Mursalah as a Source of Islamic Law

The term *maslahah mursalah* is also known as *al-istislah* or *al-istikdal al-mursal*, which is to get benefit from the stipulation of law from a particular case. Imam Malik was the first initiator of the concept of the *maslahah* which stated that the *maslahah* which could be used as a source of law must meet several criteria, which is in accordance with the objectives of the *syar‘i* and generally supported by the texts and not against the texts. The term *maslahah mursalah* is also known as *al-istikdal l‘ammlah* or *al-istikdal al-mursal*, which is to get benefit from the stipulation of law from a particular case.[6, p. 14]

The birth of thought to create new interpretations of the *nash* (texts), even leaving the *nash* by prioritizing *maslahah in istinbath* law turned out to have the support of certain scholars (*ulama*). This shows the awareness to accept the transformation of Islamic law, especially in the field of family law through rational methodological reform. This step is not only able to improve the study of Islamic law in Indonesia but also at the same time as *tabyin, tahdîd, and takhsîs* the provisions of family law will experience a shift in the form of *tajdid al-hukm* and *tahdîl al-hukm*. Laws that were considered the public interest in the past are not necessarily seen as *maslahah ‘ammah* in the present.[7]

Everything that is considered good and in line with the aim of *syara’* in the stipulation as the law is called *maslahah*. *Jumurul ‘ulama* (scholars) agreed, what according to reason is considered good and in line with the aim of *shari‘ah*, and there is no hint of *shari‘ah* which rejects it and is useful for many people, then it can be accepted as law. Therefore, this problem of *mursalah* is principally accepted by *fiqh* scholars in Indonesia. [8]

*Maslahah mursalah* can be applied when fulfilling the following requirements: First, *Daruriyah* (very essential and basic benefit). Secondly, *qathiyyah* (the benefit it contains is very clear and firm). Third, *Kuliyah* (the problem is universal). Fourth, *Mu’tabarah* (benefit based on the universal proposition of the whole *qari‘ah*).[9]

Malikiyah Ulama (Scholar) and Hanafiyyah hold that the problem of the masses is the *hijjah syari‘yyah* and the proposition of Islamic law. The rationale is: (1) The command of al-Qur‘an in Surah al-Nisa verse 59 to return to the Qur‘an and Sunnah in resolving disputed issues. With the *wajh al-istikdal* where the dispute occurred because of new problems that are not found in the Qur‘an and the Hadith. Solving these problems can be pursued through the *qiyas* method and can also with other methods such as *istislah*, which is *maslahah mursalah* as a basis for legal considerations. (2) Hadith of the Messenger of Allah who gave the blessing to Muaz bin Jabbal to do the *jihad* when deciding on a problem that is not contained in the Qur‘an and Sunnah with the *wajh al-istikdal*, that in doing *ijihad* there are several methods that can be applied. (3)
The purpose of establishing the law for humans is for the benefit of humanity. The benefit is always changing and increasing in accordance with the development of the times. By that, the paradigm of meeting needs has also shifted. So that new problems arise that need solving. For the solution taken by various methods. If the problem of mursalah is not considered as part of the ijithad method, so many maslahat are ignored.

Imam al-Ghazali set operational limits on the application of maslahah mursalah in the determination of the law, there are: 1) Maslahah must be in line with the objectives of the shari'a, which is protecting religion, life, reason, wealth, and descent/honor. 2) does not contradict the Qur'an and Hadith and also ijmak. 3) at the level of dharüriyyah (primary/basic) or hajjiyah (secondary) at the level of dharüriyyah. 4) Maslahah qatl1 or zhanni that are close to qatl1: 5) dharüriyah and kulliyah. [10]

3.2. Application of Mursalah Maslahah Theory in Determining Minimum Age for Marriage

The purpose of marriage in Indonesian Marriage Law the essence is to form a happy, eternal family, based on the almighty God, which in Islamic family law is sharpened by the terms sakinah, mawaddah and rahmah as the foundation to form a strong family, society and nation. [11] Maturity and the quality of the prospective husband and wife determine the achievement of the goals of the marriage, or in other words, marriages at a human age that are not enough have the potential to cause social problems, such as divorce, domestic violence, economic problems, maternal mortality, and other social problems. Law Number 16 in 2019 concerning Amendment to Law Number 1 in 1974 concerning Marriage, has changed the provisions of Chapter 7, formulating that:[12] (1) Marriage is only permitted if men and women have reached the age of 19 years; (2) In the event of a deviation from the age requirement as referred to in Verse (1), the male parent and/or female parent may request a dispensation from the Court on the grounds that it is very urgent accompanied by sufficient supporting evidence; (3) The granting of dispensation by the Court as referred to in Verse (2) must listen to the opinions from both side of the prospective bride and groom who are going to get married; (4) Provisions regarding the condition of one or both parents of the prospective bride as referred to in Verse 6 Chapter (3) and Chapter (4) shall also apply the provisions concerning dispensation requests as referred to in paragraph (2) without reducing the provisions as referred to in Verse 6 Chapter (6).

This law adheres to the principle, that the prospective husband and wife’s body and soul must have matured to be able to carry out the marriage, in order to realize the purpose of marriage properly without ending in divorce and get good and healthy offspring. For this reason, a marriage must be avoided between prospective husband and wife who are still underage.

Islamic law does not set a minimum and maximum age of marriage, but what regulated is the age of baligh as a measure to be ready to accept the imposition of taklifi law. Similarly, previous scholars did not discuss the minimum age limit but rather studied the law of marrying a young child. Child age marriage in fiqh is termed the marriage of al-shaghirlashaghirah or al-zawwaljal-mubakkir, which is interpreted as a child. What is meant by the scholars is the boys and girls who have not yet reached the age of eight.[13]

Besides that Islamic law textually does not provide a limit on how old is allowed to get married, but the limits that exist in the guidance of Islamic law are baligh, think rational and mumayyiz. Baligh is not determined based on age but is measured by adulthood, like, for men marked by wet dreams, and for women marked by menstruation. Each person is not the same age when entering this period because it is strongly influenced by biological maturity. One of the decrees of Islamic Shari’a is to maintain the sanctity of offspring (bif al-nasīl) born from a legal marriage. To produce quality descendants requires physical and spiritual readiness for the prospective bride and groom and the age and physical maturity that are ready to carry out the procession of reproduction. Baligh is a period of entering adulthood which is marked by passing semen for men and has menstruated for women. Of course, everyone does not have in common when and at what age he enters this period, for example, there are girls who start menstruating at the age of 9 years, there are those who start at the age of 16 years and so on because this is influenced by different biological maturity. Similarly, the maximum limit there is no uniformity. Imam Abu Hanifah set the age of limit for the child's age after a person reaches the age of 18 for boys and 17 for girls. Meanwhile, according to jumhur ulama, which is if a person has reached the age of 15, both male and female. Wahbah al-Zuhaile explained baligh to marry with criteria until someone reached the age threshold to carry out marriage, in which according to the age of marriage until a man arrived at the time of ithilam (dream), that is when he had reached the age of baligh and had been burdened with the law taklifi, and other wadh1 laws. If it is calculated, it happens around 15 years of age according to Imam Shafi’i and Ahmad.[14]

The Qur'an provides guidance that someone who is going to get married must have the ability and readiness physically and mentally. Allah says in the Qur'an (QS: Al-Nur [24]: 32), which means, “And marry those who are alone among you and those who are worthy (of marriage) from your male servants and your female servants. If they are poor Allah will enable them with His blessings. And Allah is vast (His gift) and Omniscient”. In another verse, (QS: Al-Nisa [4]: 6) it is also explained that, “And test the orphans until they are old enough to marry. Then if in your opinion they are smart (good at maintaining the property), then give them their property. And do not eat the wealth of orphans more than the limits of propriety and (do not be) in a hurry (spend it) before they grow up. Whoever (among the caretakers) is capable, he should refrain (from eating the property of the orphan)
and whoever is poor, so he may eat the treasure according to what is appropriate. Then if you hand over their assets, you must hold witnesses (about the surrender) for them. And Allah is sufficient as the Superintendent (for that testimony)”. (QS: Al-Nisa’ [4]: 6)

Also explained in the Hadith of the prophet Muhammad SAW, that “Abdullah Ibn Mas’ud Radliyallahu’anhu said: The Messenger of Allah said to us: "O young men, whoever among you has been able to get married, then marry, because it can lower your gaze and maintain your genitals. Whoever has not the power, then he should fast, because fasting can control you”. (Bukhari and Muslim).

Rasulullah SAW requires the "ability" that can be interpreted by physical and mental readiness or physical and mental readiness of the prospective husband and wife to carry out responsibilities and household tasks, and this ability can only be exercised by people who have been physically and physically mature.

The excavation of marriage law and family law in Indonesia is not limited to four schools, but can also be taken in talfiq (combining the four existing schools or mazhab).[15] An integrative-interdisciplinary understanding is needed in understanding the basic joints of fostering a happy family surrounded by love and affection. It is not enough to be understood only textually-monodisciplinary which only refers to one field of study. Likewise, in understanding the nash of marriage need to be highlighted with various aspects of the relevant law, among them is to use a sociological-anthropological approach, in which the texts or nash are revealed and applied.

Islamic teachings do not prohibit child marriages (early age), but also do not encourage and do not support child marriages, especially if carried out without considering the mental dimensions, the best rights of children, physical and mental factors of children (especially girls). The aim of syara’ is the maturity of both sides in forming a household, so that sakinah, mawaddah and rahmah will be formed, and gives birth to strong and healthy offspring, not weak offspring.

One of the decrees of Islamic Shari’ah is to maintain the sanctity of offspring (hifz al-nasl) born from a legal marriage. To produce quality offspring requires physical and spiritual readiness for the prospective bride and groom and the age and physical maturity that are ready to carry out the procession of reproduction.

The application of maslahah in determining the age limit of marriage in Indonesia is also related to the existence of the fighiyah rule “al-dharar u yazl (eliminating kemudharatan or bad thing is a must). Ibn Syubrumah argued that underage boys and girls were not encouraged to be married until they reached the age of baligh, and with the consent of the concerned.[16]

The age that is considered appropriate for marriage according to the MUI fatwa or legal edict is measured by the ability to do and receive rights (Ahliyatul ada’ wa Ahliyyatul wujub).[17] Ahliyatul is the nature of the ability to take legal action for someone who is considered perfect to account for his actions, both actions that are in accordance with the law and that is not in accordance with the law. Ahliyyatul wujub is the ability to accept the rights that are his rights, and have not been able to be burdened with obligations and responsibilities. Therefore, young marriage is not recommended considering that a person who has not been able to manage wealth and has not been able to bear the obligations in life as a husband and wife. The maslahat or benefit of regulating the Limitation of the minimum age of marriage is at the level of Hajjyyah that is not in tahsiniyyah condition. This maslahat or benefit is in line with the goal of establishing Islamic law, which is to bring benefit and avoid mafsadat. As is also in accordance with qaidah fighiyah “rejecting mafsadat is prioritized over getting maslahat”. If married men and women are not old enough, it is feared that they are not emotionally stable, not ready to give birth to offspring, especially for a woman because her reproductive elements are not ready to give birth to offspring. Pregnancy at young age risks premature birth, low birth weight, bleeding during labor, which can increase mortality. This certainly will bring mafsadat for the two prospective husband and wife.

Determination of the minimum age of 19 years for marriage can be expected to reduce the birth rate and reduce maternal and child mortality due to the immaturity of the marriage age.

Consideration of determining (legislation) the minimum age of marriage in the view of health science is certainly inseparable from efforts to protect couples who are at risk of marriage at an early age. Immature marriages can cause pregnancy and early childbirth which are correlated with high maternal and maternal mortality rates. Generally based on research conducted by the Department of Health, women under the age of 19 have strong reproductive organs to have sex and give birth. It also correlates to the non-normal condition of maternal health after childbirth because women's physical and reproductive organs are not fully ready to give birth. Marriage at the age of the child is greater than the maslahah mafsadat, because those aged less than 19 years are not yet mature physically and mentally.

Girls aged 10 to 14 years are five times more likely to die in cases of pregnancy and childbirth than women aged 20 to 24 years. Globally the quantity of deaths caused by pregnancy is a major cause of death for girls aged 15 to 19 years.[18]

Indeed, determining the age limit for marriage is the realm of ijithad that can be highlighted in the eyes of the maslahat. Among them with the problem mursalah. Determination of the age of marriage in the Marriage Law in Indonesia is also part of the al-mutaqgyyirah maslahat, which is maslahat or benefits that can change according to the development of society, and the situation and conditions.

Thus it can be understood that the determination of the minimum age of marriage contains benefits and positive values (benefit). The wisdom of tasyri’ marriage is to realize a sakinah family and in order to obtain quality offspring (hifz al-nasl). Maturity of marital age is one indicator of achieving marital goals, namely the maslahat or benefit of married life and security guarantees for a woman's pregnancy. So the existence of age restrictions on
marriage aims to realize and apply the concept of the maslahah mursalah in marriage.

4. CONCLUSION

Legislation regulating the minimum age for marriage in Verse 7 of Law Number 1 in 1974 Jo Law Number 16 in 2019 in Indonesia is an implementation of the concept of the maslahah mursalah, because the regulation on the minimum age for marriage is textually not found in the text of the Qur'an and hadith. Age 19 years for men and women in terms of physical and psychological aspects are considered ready for a marriage. Legally they have been able to account for their actions and have matured in making decisions. Maslahat or benefit related to the minimum age of marriage is at the level of Hajjyyah that is not in the condition of tahsiniyyah, therefore it is justified to set the marriage age limit in the perspective of the maslahah mursalah. This maslahah is in line with the goal of establishing Islamic law, which is to bring benefit and avoid mafsadat. The existence of rules about the minimum age for marriage can minimize marriages at the young age. Marriage at the young age is greater the mafsadat than the maslahah, because those aged less than 19 years are not yet mature physically and mentally. The existence of age restrictions on marriage aims to realize and realize the purpose of marriage as outlined in the Qur'an and Hadith nash or texts.
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